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The challenging shipping markets and

• the basis of the pool management and

Reporting matters

ongoing economic downturn have

commercial management fees and

It is normal practice to prepare regular pool

strengthened interest in shipping pools.

whether set at flat rates or as a

accounts and it is important to consider the

Such alliances often make good commercial

percentage of revenues;

following:

sense, but should not be entered into
without assessing various issues.
There are a number of factors to consider

• the working capital requirements by each

reports that are to be finalised shortly

example based on forecasted cashflows;

after the month/quarter end (including a

• reporting requirements, including how

other than the grouping of a number of

often pool accounts must be prepared,

vessels to gain economies of scale.

the information they must disclose, the

Issues to consider when
setting up a pool
Structure

• the preparation of monthly/quarterly

pool participant that is supportable, for

reconciliation of movements in the
period; and
• annual audited financial statements and

basis of accounting and the requirements

whether these should be prepared in

for audited financial statements; and

accordance with a financial reporting

• the mechanism for the wind down of the
pooling structure.

framework or within the terms of the
pool arrangement.

One of the first matters to determine is
how the pool will be structured. Pools can

Competition Law

Tax issues

take various forms, for example

Pools can be assessed under competition

There are likely to be a number of tax issues

incorporated entities, partnerships, joint

law as either mergers or cooperative

that need to be considered when setting up

ventures, and pooling arrangements. The

arrangements and the implications should

a pool structure, when amending a pool

jurisdiction the pool is set up in is also an

be assessed before setting up a pooling

structure, or when entering into a pool

important factor as this will have tax and

arrangement.

arrangement.

reporting implications.
Marketing

The following are likely to have taxation

Terms of pool agreements

When marketing a shipping pool, it may be

implications:

It is essential to establish the terms under

worthwhile to benchmark financial results

• the structure of the pool arrangements,

which the shipping pool will be managed,

that have been achieved by the pool

i.e., the different legal entities and the

and the following should be considered:

against industry data. An independent

legal arrangements between them;

• the objective of the pooling agreement;

review of these results by a third party will

• the establishment and authority of pool

add credibility and encourage participants

entities, and where these activities take

to join the pool.

place;

managers and the capacity in which they

• the activities carried out by the different

will act;
• the rules for admission of new members;
• the basis of distributions paid to pool
participants (typically, this is based on a
pool points system by weightings);
• the period of vessel participation and the
notice period required for withdrawal
from the pool;
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“If a new pool structure is being set up, it will
be necessary to consider the tax position of
each entity within the structure.“

• where the ships are operated; and

many European tonnage tax regimes

Recent assignments

• the tax rules of relevant jurisdictions,

require a certain amount of management

Some of our recent shipping projects

including any tax relief for shipping

activity to be carried on by the shipowner,

include:

entities.

for example strategic, commercial, and

• reviewing the tax structure of a shipping

Tax implications for new pool
entrants

technical and/or crew management issues.

pool, including the commercial operations

There could also be freight tax issues,

and trading activities

depending upon where the vessel operates. • advising on the set up of a pool structure,

If a new pool structure is being set up, it

including the jurisdiction of the pool and

will be necessary to consider the tax

When setting up a new pool arrangement,

reporting on the accounting manual and

position of each entity within the structure.

or if entering into a new arrangement,

the pool reporting disclosures;

Some of the issues that may need to be

specific taxation advice should be obtained. • reviewing and reporting on the

considered include:

commercial terms of a pool agreement
and benchmarking against industry

for example, an entity may be tax-

Moore Stephens and the shipping
industry

resident in a particular jurisdiction

Moore Stephens is widely acknowledged as

governance, reporting, distribution of

because major decisions relating to the

the world’s leading shipping accountant.

pool earnings and other operational

entity are made in that jurisdiction;

Our uniquely qualified staff have worked for

• the tax residence status of each entity,

• whether the entities have a permanent

a number of years with ship owners and

standards, including, structure,

matters;
• advising on a forensic accounting

establishment for tax purposes in any

operators, providing advice on the

assignment in a dispute between the pool

jurisdiction;

practicalities and economies of setting up or

and a pool participant which included

• whether any tax exemptions are available

joining a shipping pool. Moore Stephens can

attending meetings, reviewing the terms

to any of the entities in the structure and

advise on all these issues, as well as using its

of the pool agreement, review of the

the qualifying conditions;

extensive industry knowledge, experience

underlying supporting documents and

• any transfer pricing issues relating to the

and contacts to help bring together the right

arrangements between the entities in the

mix of compatible, like-minded operators

structure;

re-calculating pool distributions;
• performing agreed upon procedures to

vital to the successful operation of any

gain assurance over the distribution of

• any freight tax issues; and

shipping pool. In our long and highly

earnings to pool participants, and

• any relief available under a double tax

successful association with the shipping

providing additional assurance to

treaty if any taxation liabilities potentially

industry, we have accumulated an unrivalled

participants in addition to the audited

arise.

depth of knowledge and worldwide

pool accounts; and

experience. And with member firms in all the • reviewing a pool’s IT control environment
If the pool is already in place, there may still

principal shipping locations worldwide, we

and reporting on deficiencies identified

be tax implications for a new entrant into

are able to provide a truly international,

and recommending solutions to improve

the pool. For example, if a shipowner puts

value-added service to our clients.

the IT controls in place.

existing vessels into a pool arrangement,
this could have tax implications if it reduces
the level of the shipowner’s commercial
and technical management. This is because
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About Moore Stephens
Moore Stephens is a top ten accounting and
advisory network, with offices throughout the
UK and member firms across the globe.
Our clients range from individuals and
entrepreneurs, to large organisations and
complex international businesses. We
partner with them, support their aspirations
and contribute to their success. In-depth
understanding of our clients allows us to
deliver focused accounting and advisory
solutions, both locally and globally.
Clients have access to bespoke services and
solutions, including audit and assurance,
business support and outsourcing, payroll and
employers’ support, business and personal
tax, governance and risk, corporate finance,
forensic accounting, wealth management, IT
consultancy, and restructuring and insolvency.
Our success stems from our industry focus,
which enables us to provide an innovative and
personal service to our clients in a range of
sectors.

Moore Stephens globally
Moore Stephens International is a top ten
global accountancy and consulting network,
headquartered in London. With fees of over
US$2.6 billion and offices in 103 countries,
clients have access to the resources and
capabilities to meet their global needs.
By combining local expertise and experience
with the breadth of our UK and worldwide
networks, clients can be confident that,
whatever their requirement, Moore Stephens
provides the right solution to their local,
national and international needs.
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